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Hydrogen rearrangement is an important process in radical chemistry. A high degree of H·
rearrangement to and from z· ionic fragments (combined occurrence frequency 47% compared
with that of z·) is confirmed in analysis of 15,000 tandem mass spectra of tryptic peptides
obtained with electron capture dissociation (ECD), including previously unreported double H·
losses. Consistent with the radical character of H· abstraction, the residue determining the
formation rate of z= � z· � H· species is found to be the N-terminal residue in z· species. The
size of the complementary cm= fragment turned out to be another important factor, with z=
species dominating over z· ions for m  6. The H· atom was found to be abstracted from the
side chains as well as from �-carbon groups of residues composing the c= species, with Gln and
His in the c= fragment promoting H· donation and Asp and Ala opposing it. Ab initio
calculations of formation energies of ·A radicals (A is an amino acid) confirmed that the main
driving force for H· abstraction by z· is the process exothermicity. No valid correlation was
found between the NOC� bond strength and the frequency of this bond cleavage, indicating
that other factors than thermochemistry are responsible for directing the site of ECD cleavage.
Understanding hydrogen attachment to and loss from ECD fragments should facilitate
automatic interpretation ECD mass spectra in protein identification and characterization,
including de novo sequencing. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2007, 18, 113–120) © 2007 American
Society for Mass Spectrometry

In proteomics analysis, tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS) is the primary method of identification of
proteins expressed in cells, tissue, and organisms

[1–3]. In the bottom-up approach, isolated and prefrac-
tionated proteins are digested with trypsin, and the
tryptic peptide mixtures are subjected to separation
with liquid chromatography (LC) followed by on-line
electrospray ionization (ESI) and MS/MS analysis. It
has been shown recently that MS/MS using electron
capture dissociation (ECD [4] as a complement to
conventional collision-activated dissociation (CAD)
greatly increases the specificity of the database search
[5] and improves de novo sequencing [6].
Dications are the most important ionic species

when tryptic peptides are analyzed by ESI, as most
peptide ions appear in preferentially 2� charge state
[5]. Understanding the fragmentation behavior of
these species is important for extracting maximum
sequence information from MS/MS spectra [7]. We
analyzed the database of 15,000 high-resolution ECD

mass spectra of tryptic peptide dications to study
details of the processes concomitant to the primary
NOC� bond cleavage in ECD that leads to “classical”
c= and z· fragment ions. Formation of other, less usual
fragments introduces uncertainty in determination of
fragment masses that complicates peptide sequenc-
ing. Understanding the mechanism of hydrogen atom
transfer in ECD is important for reducing this uncer-
tainty. Recently, O’Connor et al. have reported a
detailed study performed on two peptides [8]. They
found extensive hydrogen rearrangement and H/D
scrambling and concluded that these effects are best
explained by the presence of long-lived intermediate
radical complexes. In terms of specific behavior of
individual amino acids, they found glycine �-carbons
to readily lose hydrogens, while aspartic acid showed
an opposite trend. Here, we performed extensive
analysis of occurrence frequencies of hydrogen gain
and losses from z· fragment ions. These ions consti-
tuted a majority of ECD fragments, consistent with
the neutralized charge at the less basic N-terminal
site [9, 10]. The most abundant fragments zk-m, where
k is the peptide size are observed for m � 4 [11]. Thus
the data were collected for 3  m  5, if not indicated
otherwise.
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Experimental

Mass Spectrometry

The data were collected from the proteomics analysis of
lysates of human cell lines and E. coli (all samples are
from Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) performed on an
LTQ FT, 7 tesla mass spectrometer (Thermo Electron,
Bremen, Germany) using consecutive ECD and CAD
fragmentation of peptides eluting from the analytical
column of a nano-LC system (Agilent 1100, Waldbrann,
Germany). The peptides were identified by Mascot
search engine (Matrix Sciences, London, UK). The de-
tails of the experimental procedure and data processing
are described in references [5, 11].

Ab Initio Calculations

Standard density functional theory calculations were
performed with Gaussian 03 suite of programs. Opti-
mized geometries of the model species relevant to this
study were obtained using the B3LYP level of theory
and 6-31 � G(d) basis set. For higher accuracy, single-
point energies of optimized structures were calculated
with the same level of theory using 6-311 � G(2d,2p)
basis set after adding both polarization and diffuse
functions for heavy atoms and hydrogens. The use of
diffuse functions is required for structure optimization
of electron-rich radical molecules [12, 13]. The harmonic
vibrational frequencies of stationary points on the po-
tential energy surface (PES) were calculated at the same
level of theory as used for their optimization to identify
local minima (all real frequencies). Zero-point energies
(ZPE) were computed by adjusting harmonic frequen-
cies by an appropriate correction factor of 0.9804 for the
B3LYP level of theory. The zero-point corrected ener-
gies were then combined with the total electronic ener-
gies resulting from the geometry optimizations.

Results

Before H· transfer analysis, each peptide sequence was
reliably identified by a database search [5] and the
fragment identity was assigned using high mass accu-
racy (�1 to 2 mDa) of Fourier transformmass spectrom-
etry (FTMS). Figure 1a shows the overall frequency of
occurrence of peaks in the z-ion cluster.
The most frequent peak at 0 Da is due to z· ion

resulting from the primary NOC� bond cleavage in the
aminoketyl radical formed upon electron capture [4]:

Rn�1�·�COH� �NH�CH�RnH��'¡Rn�1�

cm′
�COH�

�NH� · CH
zn�.

�RnH��' (1)

Note that the index numeration in eq 1 and the rest of
the paper (if not indicated otherwise) is from the
C-terminus, as the ionic species under consideration are
the C-terminal z ions. The theoretical mass of the z· ion
was used as the origin of the horizontal axis in Figure 1.
The peak 1 Da heavier than z· is a doublet (Figure 1b)
consisting of a 13C contribution (�1.003 Da) and a H·
addition to z· (�1.008 Da). Due to high mass accuracy of
the FTMS instrument used, the doublet on the histo-
gram is sufficiently resolved for the occurrence fre-
quency of z= � Lz· � H· ions to be measured. The next
peak (�2 Da) is primarily due to isotopes of C, O, and
S. This peak bears no sign of double H· addition. The
peaks left to z· are due to H· abstraction, which is
witnessed by their mass shifts, �1.008 and �2.016 Da.
Double H· abstraction from amino acids other than
proline [14] has not been reported in ECD literature.
Overall, the frequency of occurrence of H· addition or
loss is 47% compared with that of the z· ion which
makes H· rearrangement to/from the radical z· frag-
ment (reported earlier in ECD literature [15–17] the
most important secondary process in ECD. Here, we

Figure 1. The histogram of the frequency of occurrence of peaks in the z-ion cluster, 
M � 0
corresponds to z· fragment, positive 
M values to mass addition, negative values to mass abstraction:
(a) total histogram; (b)–(d) histogram for the following amino acids being C-terminal to the cleavage
site: (b) Ile; (c) Gly; (d) Ser. Inset in (b) is a zoom-in of the �1 Da region showing separation of the z=
and 13C contributions.
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studied this process from the point of view of the amino
acid context. There is a strong dependence of this
process upon the amino acid residue adjacent to the
cleavage site: fragments with Ile show much more
modest H· addition (Figure 1b) compared with Gly
(Figure 1c). While neither one of these two residues
shows signs of H· abstraction, the terminal Ser in z·
leads to abundant abstraction of one and two hydrogen
atoms (Figure 1d).

H· Addition to z

Figure 2 presents the ratios of frequencies of occur-
rences of z= and z· ions for 16 amino acids adjacent to the
N-C� cleavage site, excluding the rare Lys, Arg, Cys,
and Pro in these positions.
The importance of the amino acid identity in a

specific position relative to the cleavage site can be
assessed by calculating the variance of the z=/z· ratios for
the 16 amino acids [11]. If the identity of an amino acid
in that position affects the z=/z· ratio, the ratios for some
amino acids are expected to deviate significantly from
their own average value, thus showing a large variance.
If, on the contrary, the identity of the amino acid is not
important, all z=/z· values should be more or less similar
and the variance will be small. Analysis of the variance
values shown in the inset in Figure 2 reveals that by far
the most important residue for H· attachment is the one
adjacent to the cleavage from the C-terminal side (this
position is denoted as n). The variance at this position is
five times greater than that of the next-important resi-

due, n � 1, adjacent to the cleavage from the N-terminal
side. On the individual residue level, Gly, Asp, Ser, and
Thr in the C-terminal position to the cleavage site as
well as Trp and Gly in the N-terminal position promote
H· acceptance by a z· ion. At the same time, Ile, Val, and
His in the C-terminal position as well as His, Asp, and
Phe in the N-terminal positions discourage it.
In general, we found variance analysis very useful in

determining the relative importance of amino acids in
different positions for fragmentation processes. In ref-
erence [11], variance analysis was used to confirm that
in collisional activation the position n � 1 is the most
important one for CON cleavage. But vigorous statis-
tics for the variance analysis is not available. For in-
stance, there is no rational significance threshold for the
variance values. Thus, small values for n � 2 and n � 2
determine the background level. Against this back-
ground, the value for n � 1 shows a significant increase,
while a slight increase for n � 1 may be a fluctuation.
On the other hand, the value for n � 2 is also elevated
compared to n � 2 and, thus, the propagation of a
radical towards the C-terminus in z· ions, as in the
radical cascade mechanism by O’Connor and cowork-
ers [16], cannot be excluded.

H· Abstraction from z

The hydrogen loss from z· ions was found to be very
abundant when Thr was adjacent to the radical site
(position n), and prominent when Ser was present in the
same position (Figure 3, left panel).
Some H· loss occurs also for Trp, Phe, and Tyr in the

n-th position. The identity of the amino acid N-terminal
to the cleavage site (position n � 1) was much less
important (Figure 3, right panel).

Discussion

NOC� Cleavage Direction

The above results can be interpreted based on the
known ECD processes. The variance analysis (Figure 2,
inset) showing that the identity of the amino acid in the

Figure 3. Ratios of H· loss occurrence frequencies (filled col-
umns: single loss, open columns: double H· loss) and occurrence
frequencies of z ions (including both z· and z=) for residues
C-terminal (left) and N-terminal (right) to the cleavage site.

Figure 2. Ratios of the frequencies of occurrence of z= and z·
fragments for residues C-terminal (filled columns) and N-terminal
(open columns) to the cleavage site. Inset: variance of the z=/z·
values for residues in different positions: n corresponds to posi-
tion adjacent to the cleavage from the C-terminal side. Numera-
tion is from the C-terminus to reflect the length of C-terminal z
ions.
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position n � 1 (second N-terminal in the z· ion) is of
relatively low importance is an important result in
understanding whether z= species are formed as a result
of H· addition after the cleavage, as conventionally
assumed (and supported by data of O’Connor et al. [8],
or by direct NOC� cleavage, as has been suggested
elsewhere in the literature [16]. In the first case, “clas-
sical” right-side cleavage according to reaction eq 1 and
pathway I in Scheme 1 result in zn· fragments. In the latter
case, the process of NOC� bond cleavage proceeds left of the
aminoketyl radical at the n-th residue (pathway II), lead-
ing to the formation of zn � 1=fragments:
It follows from Scheme 1 that if the pathways (I) and

(II) compete with each other, then the rate of zn=
formation should be determined by both the residues n
and n � 1. However, the variance analysis (Figure 2,
inset) shows much smaller influence of the residue in
the position n � 1 compared with n. This result sup-
ports the pathway I and formation of z= ions by hydro-
gen atom transfer from the c= species inside a short-
lived (relative to the observation scale) complex of
complementary fragments [8, 18–20]:

[c′ � z.]complex¡ [c.� z′]complex¡ c.� z′ (2)

Lifetime of the Complex

As experimental evidence for the validity of eq 2, the
ratio z=/z· falls when the precursor dications are un-
folded before ECD by gentle infrared irradiation
[Zubarev, R. A, unpublished results]. The IR-induced
unfolding shortens the lifetime of the [c= � z·] complex
before its dissociation and, thus, lowers the probability
of inter-chain H· transfer. Similar unfolding can be
obtained by increasing the electron energy or irradia-
tion time (since even noncapture electron-ion interac-
tions increase the ionic temperature). Therefore, relative
z=/z· measurements require fixed ECD conditions. All
our data were collected at the following fixed condi-
tions: the average electron energy in the center of the FT
trap was �1.5 eV and the irradiation time was 50 ms.
The work of O’Connor et al., who observed H/D
scrambling in two deuterated peptides is also a com-
pelling evidence for path I and eq 2 [8]. An additional,
theoretical argument against pathway II has been pro-
vided by Turecek, who calculated the radical
H2NCH2CONH· to be unstable [19].
Details of z= ion formation can be further probed by

statistics of fragment size distributions. Changes in the

z=/z· ratio with the size of the neutral c= species and z·
ions are shown in the main panel and inset of the left
part of Figure 4, respectively.
The sensitivity of H· transfer rate to the size of c=

neutrals (main panel) is much higher than to the size of
the z· ions (inset). These results are rationalized as
follows. The z=/z· ratio depends upon the lifetime of the
[c= � z·] complex, which in turn depends upon the
bonding strength inside this complex. The primary
mechanism holding together z· ions and complemen-
tary c= neutrals is the solvation of the ionic charge on
neutral groups of the c= species. An increased size of the
neutral c= species offers more possibilities for efficient
charge solvation of the z· ion. The bonding inside the [c=
� z] complex becomes stronger, and the lifetime of the
complex increases. This explains the dramatic increase
in the z=/z· ratio in the main panel of Figure 4, left panel.
On the other hand, as the size of the z· ion increases,
more possibilities arise for intramolecular solvation
within the z· ion itself, which effectively reduces the
bonding strength inside the [c= � z·] complex. This
explains why the z=/z· ratio drops with the size of the z·
ion (Figure 4, inset).
Since the identity of the amino acid C-terminal to the

cleavage site influences the z=/z· ratio, it is important to
make sure that the size effect on the z=/z· ratio is not a
consequence of a particular amino acid distribution in
tryptic peptides. Right panel of Figure 4 proves that the
size effect is independent upon the amino acid identity.
This panel presents the same statistics as the left panel,
but separately for amino acids Gly, Asn, and Ala

Figure 4. (Left) z=/z· ratios as functions of the distance of the
cleavage site m from the N-terminus for zk-m ions, where k is the
peptide size, m is also the size of the complementary c= neutral.
Inset: the same for zm ions, where m is now the size of the z-ion.
(right), the same as in (left), but for three different amino acids
C-terminal to the cleavage site, Gly, Asn, and Ala.

Scheme 1
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C-terminal to the cleavage site (position n). Although
the strength of the effect does depend upon the amino
acid identity as would be expected from Figure 2, the
trend is the same in all three cases, and is consistent
with the general trend in the left panel. Thus, the size
effect of the c= fragment acts independently of the
identity of the amino acid in the n-th position.
In early ECD literature, it has been suggested that H·

transfer may be strongly affected by the proximity to
the positive charge due to the high polarizability of the
H atom [21]. This suggestion predicts rapidly growing
zm=/zm· ratios for small m as the distance between the
cleavage site and the C-terminal charge decreases and
generally higher sensitivity to the z· ion size compared
with the size of c= neutrals. This prediction is in a
disagreement with data in Figure 4, where reversed
sensitivity order is observed and zm=/zm· ratio remains
flat for 2  m  4 (inset). Thus strong influence of the
proximal charge on H· transfer to z· ions finds no
confirmation.

H· Donor Groups

The question, which chemical groups of c= neutrals
donate hydrogen atom to z· ions, is important for
understanding the overall mechanism of H· transfer.
Experimentally, it is best studied with deuterated sam-
ples [8], while the current study was based on data
obtained in traditional proteomics experiments. Based
on the variance analysis (Figure 2, inset), the prime
candidate for the H· donor is the amino acid adjacent to
the cleavage site (position n � 1). However, relatively
modest sensitivity of z=/z· values to the identity of the
amino acid in that position and a somewhat elevated
level of the variance for (n � 1) indicate that H·
rearrangement from c= to z· fragment may involve not
only (n � 1)st residue, but also other residues of the c=
fragment and perhaps even of the z· ion itself. In the
latter case, intramolecular H· transfer shifts the position
of the radical to a more stable site. O’Connor et al. have
explicitly assumed H· transfer from residues remote of
the cleavage site [8]. In another work, they argued that
H· can be easily abstracted from C� groups of amino
acids, especially of glycines [18]. To test this hypothesis,
z=/z· ratios were calculated for zk-m ions containing
glycine in different positions in the complementary c
fragment. To eliminate the size effect of cm=, fixed value
of its length, m � 5, was chosen. To highlight the effect
of H· donation, the average value 0.79 of the z=/z· ratio
for m � 5 was subtracted from all z=/z values. The
results are presented in Figure 5.
While for Gly in the position n � 1 the value in

Figure 5 is positive (meaning higher than average
propensity to donate hydrogen), for the same amino
acid in other positions except the N-terminal position
one obtains negative (below average) values. Similar
calculations were performed for alanine, as well as
glutamine and aspartic acid (Figure 5). Alanine shows
lower than average propensity to donate hydrogen in

all positions. While aspartic acid behaves largely similar
to alanine, glutamine is active in H· donation in all
positions. Thus, overall, glycine is not a particularly
good donor of H· atoms.
The above results highlight the fact that H· donation

depends not only on the nature of the amino acids but
also on its distance to the cleavage site. This fact can be
rationalized by the calculations by Rauk et al. of the
energies of abstracting H· from the �-carbon atoms of
amino acid residues in fully relaxed peptides as well as
in �-helices and �-sheets [19, 22, 23]. Using similar ab
initio computational technique as we (see below), these
authors calculated that the C�-H bond energy can be
tuned by the local environment from about 345 kJ/mol
to 400 kJ/mol, i.e., in a broader range than the differ-
ences among various residues in fully relaxed peptides
[23]. The modulation of the C�OH bond strength can
explain why the same amino acid in different positions
has different effect on H· abstraction.
To quantify the overall impact on H· transfer to z· ions

of the presence of an amino acid AA in the c fragment
(as opposed to the presence of AA in the position n � 1
in Figure 2) z=/z· values of zn � 5 ions were calculated for
two cases: when the five-residue long complementary c=
fragment contained at least one amino acid AA, and
when it contained none. The ratio of z=/z· values in these
two cases, K(AA), is plotted in Figure 6 after subtracting
unity to highlight higher-than-average and lower-than-
average effects.
The strongest effect on H atom transfer was found

for His and Gln, while the weakest one was for Asp and
Ala. As expected from Figure 5, glycine again showed
below-average overall donor propensity. This may
seem as a disagreement with H/D scrambling results of

Figure 5. z=/z· ratios for zk-m ions containing glycine, alanine,
glutamine, and aspartic acid in different positions in the comple-
mentary c fragment. The length of c was fixed to five residues.
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O’Connor et al. [8]. But there are two H atoms on the
�-carbon atom of Gly as opposed to one for all other
residues but proline (which has none), which doubles
the effect of H/D scrambling in glycine compared with
other residues. On the other hand, the decreased H/D
scrambling rate due to Asp N-terminal to the cleavage
site noted by O’Connor et al. [8] is in agreement with
both Figures 2 and 6. Comparison of the C�OH bond
energies calculated by Rauk et al. [23] for amino acids in
peptide chains (as opposed to free amino acids, see
below) with data on Figure 6 showed only a modest
anticorrelation (r � �0.43, data not shown). The minus
sign is habitually added by us to r values to stress the
negative character of anticorrelations [11]. The conclu-
sion can be made from the results in Figure 6 that the
side chains of residues with labile hydrogens may as
much (or more) be the source of the transferred hydro-
gen atoms as the �-carbon groups.
The amino acid in the (n � 1)st position may be a

somewhat special case, since it is in close contact with
the radical site on the z· ion. Not surprisingly, its effect
on H· donation is the strongest (inset in Figure 2). Is the
�-carbon group of this amino acid in direct competition
with the �-carbon group of n-th amino acid for H·? If
such competition were significant, it would lead to an
anticorrelation between the z=/z· ratios for positions n
and (n � 1) measured for the same amino acids, as the
same residue that tends to gain H· in n-th position
would tend to retain it in the (n � 1)st position. In
reality, a slight positive correlation exists (r � �0.33)
between the z=/z· ratios for n and (n � 1). For instance,
Gly, and Ser promote H· transfer to z· in both n-th and

(n � 1)st position, while His in either of these positions
discourages such transfer. Thus, the �-carbon radical of
the n-th amino acid belonging to the z· ion competes for
H· not as much with the �-carbon group of the (n � 1)st
amino acid from the c= fragment as with other potential
donor sites.

Thermochemistry of H· Subtraction

What determines different propensities to H· transfer of
different amino acids in n-th position? To reveal the
degree to which the exothermicity of hydrogen abstrac-
tion by z· species is involved in determining this pro-
pensity, one needs to know C�OH bond enthalpies for
N-terminal amino acids in peptides or, in the absence of
such data, at least for free amino acids. Rauk et al. have
calculated the enthalpy values for four amino acids,
Gly, Ala, Ser, and Thr [23]. Since this is not enough for
quantitative comparison with our data and no addi-
tional information was available, we performed ab
initio calculations for twelve amino acid residues, in-
cluding the above four, to increase the consistency of
comparison. The energies were calculated as adiabatic
energies of H· removal from the C� group, which are
opposite in sign but equal in absolute values to the
exothermicity of H· attachment to the �-carbon radicals
of N-terminal amino acids in z· species. The source of H·
atoms was not explicitly assumed, but it were believed
to be the same for all z· species. If thermochemistry
were the driving force behind H· abstraction, one would
expect to have a correlation (although unlikely a perfect
one) with between H· abstraction propensities and
enthalpy data. Such a correlation was indeed obtained
(Figure 7a), and it was statistically valid, with the
probability of obtaining such a value (r � 0.73) by pure
chance below 1%. Given that the accepted accuracy of
the used calculations is 10 kJ/mol [19, 22, 23], the
obtained correlation is convincing enough evidence of
the prevailing role of exothermicity of H· attachment in
H· transfer rates.
The points of amino acids Glu, Gln, Asp, and Asn lie

Figure 7. Adiabatic energies of formation of ·A radicals from free
amino acids by H· abstraction from C�-group calculated ab initio
at B3LYP level of theory and using 6-31 � G(d) basis set as
functions of (a) z=/z· ratios taken from Figure 2 for residues in the
position n, (b) propensities for NOC� bond cleavage for XOA
bonds (X, any amino acid) taken from reference [11].

Figure 6. z=/z· values of zn-5 ions calculated for two cases: when
the five-residue long complementary c fragment contained at least
one amino acid AA, and when it contained none. The ratios of z=/z·
values in these two cases, K(AA), are plotted after subtracting
unity.
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2 to 8 kJ/mol below the general trend. The radicals of
these amino acids tend to form in minimum-energy
structures a hydrogen bond between the side chain and
their own backbone amide, which stabilizes the radical
by 5 to 10 kJ/mol. Formation of this H-bond in polypep-
tides may be hindered because of the involvement of
the amide in intramolecular hydrogen bonding, and
because it requires rotation of the side chain around the
C�OC bond by ca. 180°, which may be sterically impos-
sible. Thus, the actual configuration of the radical that is
primarily involved in H· transfer may, for these amino
acids, not be the lowest-energy structure but a higher-
energy conformer. If this is the case, the data points
corresponding for these amino acids should come very
close to the general trend and increase the correlation
further. Indeed, exclusion of Glu, Gln, Asp, and Asn
improves the correlation from 0.73 to 0.93. At any rate,
within most groups of similar amino acids, the ten-
dency of increasing the z=/z· ratio with the formation
enthalpy is followed. This is true for pairs Ala/Gly,
Ile/Leu, Gln/Asn, Glu/Asp, and Thr/Ser, and al-
though for some of these pairs the difference in forma-
tion energies is small, the general character of the above
tendency is clear. Thus, the main driving force for H·
abstraction by z· species from the complementary c=
species is the process exothermicity, although entropic
factors, such as steric effects and secondary structure
also play an important role.

Thermodynamics of NOC� Bond Cleavage

The calculated values of the energies of the formation of
amino acid radicals provide a test whether thermody-
namics plays as important a role in N-C� bond cleavage
as in H· transfer. Ergodic dissociation kinetics is deter-
mined, besides entropy factors, by transition-state (TS)
energies. In an important theoretical study, Turecek has
found these to be rather low and very similar for
various model systems representing peptide cations
[19].°He°has°noticed°that°“the°TS°energies°for°N°OC�

bond cleavage follow a trend � that weaker bonds
require°lower°TS°energies”°[19].°Thus,°if°thermodynam-
ics is the main factor determining the rate of NOC�

bond dissociation, the bond strength is the most impor-
tant parameter. Quoting the same work, “the � NOC�

bond dissociation energies depend on the nature of the
leaving radical group. � The stability of the radical
product is the determining factor.” Indeed, the strength
D of an NOC� bond in the sequence � Xn � 2Xn �

1-AnXn-1� (X, any residue; A, specific residue) is deter-
mined by the stability UC and UZ· of the formed
products c= and z· with Xn � 1 and An as terminal
residues:

D�UMH·� (UC�UZ.), (3)

where U MH· is the stability of the peptide radical cation,
precursor to NOC� bond cleavage. The stability UC of
the c= fragment can be considered constant, since con-

tributions of individual amino acids Xi in c= average in
a large dataset to approximately the same value. Thus
the bond strength D decreases with increased stability
UZ· of the fragment ·AnXn-1�, which in turn depends
primarily upon the stability of the radical ·An. There-
fore, one would expect to find an anticorrelation be-
tween the cleavage frequency for XOA bonds and the
formation energy of the amino acid radicals ·A, just as
the H· transfer has manifested itself through the corre-
lation°with°radical°formation°energies°(Figure°7a).°The
bond cleavage frequencies for different amino acids in
n-th°position°were°obtained° from°reference° [11].°An
anticorrelation was indeed found with calculated bond
strengths°(r � �0.25,°Figure°7b,°or°r � �0.20°without
Glu, Gln, Asp, and Asn), but it was too weak to be
statistically significant. This result may be due to inac-
curacies of the calculations. It may also be due to other
major factors influencing the NOC� cleavage rate be-
sides the TS energies. If, for instance, formation of
radical sites in the precursor ions is not random as was
implicitly assumed, but amino acid specific, this speci-
ficity would destroy the correlation.

H· Loss

The loss of hydrogen from z· ions is an altogether
different process from the H· attachment. If these pro-
cesses were related, then the residue in the position n
promoting H· loss from z· would discourage its attach-
ment to z·, and vice versa. In reality, no valid anticor-
relation is found between these propensities. Amino
acids Ser, Thr, and Trp in position n promote both H·
attachment to and the H· loss from the z· fragment
(Figures°2°and°3).°It°is°thus°unlikely°that°H·°loss°from°z·
involves H· transfer to c= neutrals, which are even-
electron species and thus have relatively low H· affinity.
It is more likely that H· loss occurs as additional
mechanism of energy relaxation in z· ions after the [c= �
z·] complex undergoes separation. Disproportional
abundant losses of two H· atoms from Ser, Thr, and Trp
as well as the complete absence of triple losses indicates
that the double-H· loss may occur via a concerted
mechanism involving H2 formation. The high exother-
micity of H2 formation may be the driving force behind
the double H· loss.

Conclusions

Occurrence of hydrogen rearrangement to/from z· ions,
a well known phenomenon in ECD, has been quantified
for the first time using a large dataset. The high overall
frequency of occurrence found (47%) is not particularly
surprising, given what was known on hydrogen rear-
rangement°in°radical°cations°of°other°biomolecules°[24].
These findings lend support to ideas related to radical
cascades°[16]°as°secondary°processes°occurring°after°the
primary NOC� bond cleavage that yields “classical” c=
and z· species. The driving factor for H· abstraction by z·
ions from the complementary c= species is the process
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exothermicity, but on a more detailed level the rate is
affected by structural features of the fragmenting ions.
Thus, z=/z· ratios carry information on the secondary
and possibly high level structure of gas-phase polypep-
tides. Exploring this information requires more knowl-
edge than is currently available. Ab initio calculations
favoring nonergodic mechanism of NOC� bond cleav-
age are definitely not a final word on the issue, but they
may be a useful addition to the discussion. Detailed
information on the occurrence frequency of hydrogen
attachment and loss will be important for understand-
ing peptide radical chemistry, a rapidly growing re-
search area. In practice, detailed knowledge of second-
ary reactions in backbone fragments will facilitate
automatic interpretation of ECDmass spectra in protein
identification and characterization, including de novo
sequencing.
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